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Facial view of e-max crown after 
occlusal adjustments. Note matte 

surface caused by the adjustments 
at the buccal-incisal area.

Using a light wiping motion, the D-Fine 
Double Diamond Primary Polisher (45 
micron diamond particles) is used to 

create the initial polish.

Using light pressure with the D-Fine 
Double Diamond Final High Shine 

Polisher creates the final high-gloss 
finish. Water spray is recommended.

The D-Fine Double Diamond final 
high shine achieved in about a minute 

of chair time.

FINISHING & POLISHING

ONE POLISHING SYSTEM FOR COMPOSITE (HYBRID & NANO) AND PORCELAIN 
Gone are the days of stocking one polishing system for porcelain and a different one for nano hybrid composites. D•FINE Double Diamond™ 
Polishers give you the freedom to effectively polish both surfaces with the same polisher. Really!

DENTISTRY’S FIRST DIAMOND PRIMARY POLISHER 
Each Primary Polisher (purple) is embedded with diamond particles (average particle size 45 microns) to help you create a smooth surface 
topography on nano and hybrid composites and porcelain and to get a great initial shine in one easy step.

HIGH SHINE AT DOUBLE THE SPEED  
After the initial polish comes the final high shine polish. With an abundant diamond concentration, D•FINE Double Diamond Final High Shine 
Polishers (orange) also have a small 5 micron diamond particle size giving you a better shine in less time.

UNMATCHED FLEXIBILITY 
D•FINE Double Diamond polishers are designed to be flexible. When applied properly, the polishers will splay, closely hugging the surface 
topography and polishing (without the risk of ditching) the gingival margins.

INCREASED COST-EFFICIENCY 
While many polishers wear out quickly after only a single use, D•FINE Double Diamond Polishers are autoclavable up to 275oF, and each 
polisher is designed to give you multiple polishes without compromising the performance. Using gentle pressure will extend the life of the 
polisher.
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